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They’ve Found It. Can They Read 
It? Adding Academic Reading 
Strategies to Your IL Toolkit 
Margy MacMillan and Stephanie Rosenblatt

Traditional information literacy (IL) instruction fo-
cuses on finding, evaluating, and citing materials but 
seldom addresses how students will actually use the 
resources they find. Fewer of our incoming students 
are prepared for the deep, sustained reading faculty 
expect, while more faculty are requiring even lower-
division students to incorporate scholarly and peer-
reviewed research into their papers, often without any 
formal support for interpreting these materials. This 
mismatch frustrates students who cannot read the 
resources they are required to use, and faculty who 
see students struggling to integrate information ef-
fectively into assignments. Students are stymied by 
the jargon, structure and purpose of scholarly articles 
and manage this problem by reading only as far as 
the first “good” quotation, cherry-picking numbers 
and other details at random and otherwise misusing 
the information—meeting the letter, if not the spirit, 
of the professor’s research requirements. The papers 
students produce may look scholarly, but don’t always 

manifest the depth of understanding and integration 
of knowledge envisaged by instructors.

From our work with students, we know they have 
difficulties reading academic text, but why should li-
brarians get involved? At a very basic level, helping 
students read these resources is key to establishing 
their use as part of scholarly work. We spend thou-
sands of dollars on journals and the literature is full of 
librarians complaining that students still prefer web-
pages and Wikipedia. The simple fact is students are 
more comfortable with these online resources because 
they can read them. As professionals who often navi-
gate the space between novice and expert in the dis-
ciplines, librarians are uniquely placed to understand 
both where the students are and where they need to 
go in order to participate in discipline conversations. 
Helping students interpret scholarly sources is a natu-
ral extension of our work as librarians. It should be 
incorporated into our understanding of information 
literacy.

Margy MacMillan is Instruction Librarian, Communications Librarian, Mount Royal University, e-mail: mmacmillan@mtroyal.
ca; Stephanie Rosenblatt is Instruction Librarian, Electronic Resources/Serials Coordinator, Cerritos College, e-mail: srosen-
blatt@cerritos.edu

What good is teaching students how to find scholarly resources if they can’t read them? Under-

graduate students are often ill prepared for the deep reading critical to student success and 

required for research assignments. Librarians are uniquely placed to help novice students navi-

gate discipline-expert discourses. The presenters will make the case for integrating reading in-

struction, particularly those skills needed to decipher scholarly articles, into information literacy 

sessions, and provide practical strategies for teaching this critical skillset.
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The Problem with Reading
The typical American or Canadian college student is 
ill prepared for college-level reading. According to a 
2006 American College Testing (ACT) report, Read-
ing Between the Lines, only 51% of students who took 
the ACT test, a college entrance exam, were reading at 
the college level.1 This is similar to results reported in 
the 2013 National Assessment of Educational Progress 
(NAEP) that found that only 38% of American high 
school seniors read at or above the proficient level.2 A 
similar trend appears in Canada, which doesn’t assess 
reading nationally. Almost 60% of students entering a 
large Ontario college tested below the college reading/
writing level in 2013.3 

One of the problems seems to be that students 
aren’t doing enough of their assigned reading.4 Several 
authors use National Survey of Student Engagement 
(NSSE) data to support their view that students are 
not spending enough time reading and preparing for 
their classes.5 It’s commonly stated that the students 
should spend two to three hours preparing for each 
hour of class, meaning the average undergraduate 
should spend 24 hours a week studying. In the 2009 
NSSE only 27% of college seniors and 24% of college 
freshmen surveyed reported spending more than 21 
hours a week preparing for their classes which in-
cluded “studying, reading, writing, doing homework 
or lab work, analyzing data, rehearsing, and other aca-
demic activities.”6 

Why don’t students read? Students describe their 
reading assignments as boring, don’t understand the 
importance of the assigned reading, find the texts 
difficult, lack confidence in their reading abilities, 
or lack reading comprehension skills.7 A small study 
conducted by Jolliffe and Harl examined the reading 
practices of 21 college freshmen who kept detailed 
reading logs for two weeks.8 When describing the dif-
ference between the reading in high school and col-
lege, one student reported, “… what is different is not 
the amount of reading, but the level and wording of 
the text. The college text jumps to a level of reading 
exponentially higher than high school texts, and this 
is what causes the struggles for students.”9

More importantly, students seem unable to make 
connections between the texts they read. Jolliffe and 
Harl prompted students to make three types of con-
nections with the texts they read: text-to-self, text-
to-world, and text-to-text. While the students were 
able to make all three with prompting, they weren’t 
evenly distributed in the journal entries. Students 
were more likely to make text-to-self or text-to-world 
connections than to make connections between the 
texts they were reading. The authors of this paper have 
also found this to be the case.10 However, these text-
to-text connections are the crux of the deep reading 
expected by faculty in college-level classes: “[Deep 
reading] examines the text itself closely, draws upon 
the reader’s experience with and knowledge of other 
texts, and engages both the reader’s own perspective 
and historical and cultural resources to uncover com-
plex meanings.”11

Many studies have drawn connections between 
deep reading and improved learning. Marton’s early 
work on reading was an attempt to understand why 
certain students were more successful.12 ‘‘Students 
who had adopted a deep approach in general under-
stood the text in a qualitatively better way—in greater 
detail and in a more integrated and coherent form—
and retained it longer.”13 Reading in a deeper, more 
connected way also relates to wider aspects of learn-
ing and success.14 Several studies demonstrated that 
students who made better connections understood 
that text better and tended to have higher GPAs.15

College-level reading is difficult and complex and 
in order to succeed, the typical first-year undergradu-
ate needs to synthesize a huge amount of new mate-
rial quickly. At the beginning of the 21st century the 
primary means of communication in higher educa-
tion remains the written word: Students need to read 
and make connections between texts in order to learn. 
This process only becomes more difficult when lower-
division students are asked to add scholarly journal 
articles to the mix.

According to the 2014 NSSE, 81% of the first-year 
students surveyed were already being asked to use 
peer-reviewed sources in their introductory cours-
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es. These types of articles have become increasingly 
specialized and complex. A 2002 paper comparing 
scholarly articles published in the 1970s with those 
in the late 1990s found articles in most fields to be 
longer and to contain more references.16 There has 
also been rapid growth in the number of publications. 
A 2003 paper cites the number of active, scholarly/
peer-reviewed journals listed in Ulrich’s International 
Periodicals Directory for Summer 2001 as 14,694.17 
A recent search of Ullrich’s Web lists 197,960 active 
publications with over 73,000 scholarly titles. As four 
California university professors state, “We view this 
glut of unutilized and even inconsequential literature 
as mostly a function of reward systems in universi-
ties, research institutes, and funding agencies. Indeed, 
scholarly publishing may be more about promoting 
scholars than promoting scholarship.”18 

These materials are problematic for lower-divi-
sion undergraduate students. As French describes, 
most assignments at this level “…are necessarily 
broad, as many classes are broad in scope and are sur-
vey courses, rather than focused studies of particular 
issues … Asking a student to write a five page paper 
on capital punishment is to turn that student loose 
into a thicket of information resources in which hun-
dreds of thousands of pages have been written on the 
minute aspects within the broader context of capital 
punishment.”19 A student at this level wants an over-
view of her topic, but most scholarly articles won’t 
provide one. Those that do will be hidden within the 
glut of publications. The student really needs an ency-
clopedia article or a book on the topic, but the student 
doesn’t know this and the professor doesn’t require 
these types of sources.

If students are having difficulty understanding and 
connecting to texts assigned in their classes—read-
ing that is somewhat mediated and supported by their 
instructors—how are they dealing with the complex 
reading that they often need to complete on their own?

Why Librarians Should Care
Librarians could simply throw up their hands like 
many other faculty and continue to complain about 

how students don’t appreciate/use/cite the wealth of 
resources we lay before them in IL sessions. Or we can 
do something about it. As Rosenblatt notes, “Shouldn’t 
we, as instructional librarians, be concerned about stu-
dents’ abilities to use the information they have dis-
covered?”20 Through our interactions with students 
we may be better placed than many to observe the 
challenges students face integrating scholarly materi-
als into their academic work. One of the authors was 
alerted to the ‘reading problem’ by requests for assis-
tance with secondary source citation. Students were 
frequently citing from literature reviews rather than 
the discussion or conclusion sections, a behavior also 
noted by Emmons et al (2002). The other found in her 
research that students were using articles as separate 
entities and not synthesizing information across ar-
ticles. Both of us and likely many readers have had 
reference interactions like this:

Student:  I need some references for my paper.
Librarian:  Ok, what are you writing about?
Student:  Oh, I’ve already written the paper. I 

just need to find six articles for the 
bibliography.

Sound familiar? Both authors have done research 
on how students use information, and arrived inde-
pendently at the conclusion that at least part of the 
problem was reading. 

Reading is a fundamental but often overlooked 
aspect of IL. Neither the ACRL Information Literacy 
Competency Standards for Higher Education of 2000, 
nor the latest version of the Framework for Informa-
tion Literacy for Higher Education attribute much 
importance to this activity which must occur well 
in advance of evaluating “information and its sourc-
es critically” (Standard 3)21 or understanding that 
“Scholarship Is a Conversation.”22 The first outcome 
for Standard 3 in the old ACRL Standards does men-
tion reading, but it has been our observation and 
that of others that many students skip this step and 
proceed to identifying verbatim material for quota-
tions. 
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The new threshold concepts-based Framework 
similarly assumes reading under a number of the 
knowledge practices outlined in two of the frames, 
“Research as Inquiry” and “Scholarship Is a Conver-
sation.”

While reading is not generally explicitly defined 
as part of IL, and therefore as part of the librarian’s 
responsibility, it is nevertheless assumed within many 
of the attributes and practices we aspire to foster in 
students. In order to accomplish higher IL goals, we 
need to pay attention to the fundamental challenges 
students face in reading academic materials. So, on 
a purely pragmatic level, yes, teaching reading is our 
responsibility. 

What Librarians Can Do
Not only is incorporating instruction on reading 
scholarly material our responsibility, but librarians, in 
many ways, are the people best equipped to do this. 
More than most faculty, our work requires us to read 
materials in other disciplines, whether it is to under-
stand a new liaison area, develop a class, or assess ma-
terials for a collection. We are practiced in reading in 
fields that are new to us and likely more comfortable 
and accepting of it than others.23 This experience has 
given us strategies that we can pass on to students— 
novices in their own disciplines—to help them under-
stand new jargon and unfamiliar information struc-
tures. We may also feel freer to criticise discourse in 
a discipline and to advocate for students against the 
incomprehensibility of densely-written articles. As 
Simmons states, we are “in a unique position that al-
lows mediation between the non-academic discourse 
of entering undergraduates and the specialized dis-
course of disciplinary faculty.”24

Another aspect that librarians bring to reading is 
a deep understanding of the scholarly communication 
environment. We understand that academic articles 
are not written with first-year students in mind. As 
librarians, we are also aware of intermediary resourc-
es that can serve as introductions to those scholarly 
conversations, resources like subject encyclopedias. A 
survey of faculty at Mount Royal University showed 

they rated subject encyclopedias of very low impor-
tance across all four years of programs in all disci-
plines. That same survey demonstrated the high value 
faculty place on scholarly articles as resources, even 
in first year, and their disappointment with students’ 
abilities in this regard. Interestingly, almost a third of 
faculty expected first year students to learn this criti-
cal skill on their own.25 

There are two ways librarians can work on the 
“reading problem”: explicitly in our IL classes and as 
advocates on campus, raising awareness about the is-
sues and pushing the dialogue beyond the “lazy stu-
dents” trope. We have a role in ensuring that our col-
lections are used effectively, and in exposing the fact 
that students face challenges in using them. Of course 
the most effective way to advocate for more explicit, 
effective instruction in academic reading is to lead 
by example. We have posted more detailed strategies 
for overcoming the challenges students face on a blog 
where you will also find links to research and useful 
resources (https://readingstratsacrl2015.wordpress.
com/). The challenges students face fall into three cat-
egories: the purpose and value of scholarly articles, 
the affective dimension of reading difficult texts, and 
technical aspects of article structure, language and 
data presentation. 

Some of the most important work librarians can do 
is to serve as advocates for students by raising aware-
ness about reading at their institutions. When we focus 
on issues related to reading during our instruction ses-
sions we aren’t just starting a dialogue with students, 
we’re also engaging the discipline faculty members 
who bring their students to our sessions. Our unique 
position as “expert novices” provides us with the ex-
perience, vocabulary, and gravitas needed to speak to 
both audiences. Just as we’ve seen that faculty mem-
bers’ bibliographic requirements play a greater role 
than library instruction in determining the types of 
sources students use in their research papers,26 the only 
way to make a real impact on academic aliteracy is to 
begin an open conversation about this problem on our 
campuses, while exposing other faculty members to 
strategies they can incorporate into their own classes. 

https://readingstratsacrl2015.wordpress.com/
https://readingstratsacrl2015.wordpress.com/
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We need to continue asking if faculty are satisfied with 
how students are incorporating academic resources in 
their work, and offer reasons why students may not 
be meeting expectations. In demonstrating our value 
to our institutions we have to show that our concern 
for information literacy does not stop when the stu-
dent finds the 10 articles mandated by the instruc-
tor, but continues to the point where the student has 
used those resources effectively, a task that cannot be 
accomplished without reading. We also need to start 
using authentic assessments that actually measure the 
complex processes that make up information literacy. 
Correctly-formatted citations don’t provide an accu-
rate measure of the acquisition of information literacy 
skills. We can advocate for assessment that demands 
students read and use materials well, but this will only 
be ethical if there will be support for students to gain 
these skills. At the very least we can raise awareness 
about the difficulties students face.
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